
The term 'bhakti' means 'loving devotion' and is the method/means specifically appropriate to 

theism. It signifies belief in a single personal God. It also represents a social attitude, while 

yoga does the reverse. The bhaktas are inclined to meet together and they find spiritual 

exaltation in the company of others who are similarly devoted. On the other hand, the yogins 

are apt to seek God or the Absolute singly. Their aim is to be alone with the Alone. 

 

Bhakti may be seen to be predominantly emotional for it adds an element of love to devotion 

, while Yoga is predominantly intellectual. 

 

 

In the modern times there has been a good deal of discussion on the origin of the Bhakti cult 

in India. Some have traced it to Christian sources. But the hypothesis of a foreign origin has 

not commanded the assent of scholars in general. The word Bhakti, derived from a root 

meaning 'resorting to', signifies an attitude of the mind towards the godhead which was not 

unfamiliar in the Vedic times. In the Mantras ( metrical hymns composed by the Aryans after 

they had settled in their new Indian home), we often come across epithets like 'father' 

prefixed to the names of gods,  which indicate that a certain intimacy of relation was felt by 

the worshipper between himself and the deity . The very first hymn of the Rigveda gives 

expression to such a feeling : ' O Agni, be easy of access to us, as a father is to his son.'  

 

The same idea of love towards what was held to be the Highest can be traced in the 

Upanisads. The Katha Upanisad possibly alludes once to the need for divine help, the reward 

for bhakti, before one can be saved. 

 

The Svetasvatara Upanisad speaks of the necessity for the highest devotion not only to God 

but also to the guru who is the channel through which knowledge of God comes to us. 

 

Thus the ideas of devotion to God and of His grace (prasada), the reward for it, were well 

known to the Indians long before the Christian era; and hence there is no need to seek for 

their source outside India. Of the three gods whose supremacy belongs to this period, Visnu-

Krsna is most prominently connected with this idea of bhakti; but it is found mentioned in 

respect of the others also, e.g., Siva, who is described as 'kind to the devotee' ( 

bhaktanukampin ). 

 

A characteristic of modern Hinduism is the simplification of the various yogas that lead to 

spiritual realisation, and the recognition of their interconnection. For some spiritual seekers, 

intense yearning or devotion to God by itself suffices.  

" Whatever path you follow, the vital point is restlessness. It doesn't matter if you take a 

wrong path - only you must be restless for Him; He himself will put you on the right path." 

The restlessness Ramakrsna Paramhamsa is referring to is the yearning for God. 

 

The combination of bhakti and karma is considered equally effective. Doing one's duty along 

with devotion to God, gives us joy and enhances the quality of one's work. C.Rajagopalachari 

says about Gandhi, that in every step that he took, he carried in his heart the thought of God. 

This thought of God will likewise stand by us like a shadow and help us silently. It is as 

indispensable to effective work as asepsis to surgery. A pure mind is a great asset and an 

unfailing sadhana. Devotion is the only way to develop a pure mind. 

 

The combination of bhakti and jnana also is as simple as it is potent. According to the 

Bhamati school of Advaita Vedanta,  the path of knowledge involves three stages : audition, 



reflection, meditation: sravana, manana ,nidhidhyasana.  The process begins with the seeker 

asking the question : Who am I ? And in this process, one must call upon Him with yearning 

and unreservedly surrender oneself to Him. There is no difference between jnana and 

absolute surrender to the Lord. Ramana Maharishi said that in order to be complete, surrender 

must be unquestioning ; the devotee cannot bargain with the Lord ot demand favours at His 

hands. Jnana must be coupled with Vairagya. 

 


